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ABSTRACT 
A compact convex set K is called stable if the midpoint mapping, K X K + K, 
(x, y) + (x + y)/2, is open. The main result asserts that the stability of the closed 
unit ball of a unitarily invariant norm is equivalent to the stability of the closed unit 
ball of the associated symmetric gauge function. This result, as well as other pointwise 
related results, are obtained using a recently found close relationship between the 
facial structures of those two kinds of unit balls. 0 Elseuier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper H denotes either Iw or @, and K”, m is the set of n x m 
matrices over l)d. For any A E K”, “‘, s(A) l 5?+ is the n-tuple of singular 
values of A, i.e., the eigenvalues of the nonnegative definite Hermitian 
matrix LK?, in decreasing order. Without loss of generality, we shall assume 
that n Q m. 
In the sequel, I,!J with always denote a unitarily invariant norm on K”, m. 
By a well-known theorem of von Neumann there exists a norm g : R” --, R 
such that $(A) = g(s( A)) for any A E Db”,“’ (cf. e.g. [8, 7, 21). As n < m, 
this g is uniquely determined; it is called the symmetric gauge function 
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associated with +!I. The main characters in our theorems are the closed unit 
balls of g and I), namely B, = {x E [w”:g(x) < 1) and B,= {A E 
06 n,m : $(A) ( 1). 
According to [lo], we say that a compact convex set K is stable if the 
mapping K X K + K, (x, y) * (x + y)/2, is open. Many conditions are 
known to be equivalent to stability: some of them hold for general locally 
convex spaces and some others only for Iw” (cf. e.g. [5, 13, 9, lo]). Here we 
shall be concerned with the finite dimensional case. Our main result is that 
the stability of B, is equivalent to the stability of B,. From this result it 
follows, for example, that B, is stable in case B, is a polytope; this 
generalizes results of [3, 41, which assert the stability of B, in case g is the 
Z,- or the Z,-norm in [w”. 
In the sequel we denote by F : B, + 2Bg the mapping x w F(x) := (face 
of B generated by x). Moreover, F: B, -+ 2B* is the mapping A c, 9’( A) 
:= <Ace of B, g enerated by A). We show that 9 is lower semicontinuous at 
A if F is lower semicontinuous at s(A). 
Let A = (A,,..., A,), where the hi’s are positive real numbers such that 
4 + **. +A, = 1. Define qA : Bg” -+ B, and a*: B$ -+ B, by (ph(xi,..., x,) 
:= Air, + *.. +Akrk and @*(X,,..., X,1 := A,X, + 0.. +A,X,. We prove 
that the openness of @A at A implies the openness of pA at s(A). 
Some problems are left open, namely the following: (i) Is it true that the 
openness of (PA at s(A) implies the openness of @A at A? (ii) Does the lower 
semicontinuity of fix) at A imply the lower semicontinuity of F(x) at 
s(A)? 
2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Let us state our main results. The proofs are postponed to the final 
section. 
Denote by _9+ the set of x E [w” such that xi > .*a 2 x, > 0. Given a 
convex set C c K P, we denote by ri(C) and rb(C) the relative interior and 
the relative boundary of C, respectively; aff(C> is the real affine hull of C, 
i.e., the intersection of all real affine varieties of [IdP which contain C; 
dim(C) is the dimension of aff(C> as a real manifold. 
We start with results involving the pointwise openness of (ph and Q*, and 
the pointwise lower semicontinuity of the mappings F(x) and fl X). 
THEOREM 2.1. Zf @* is open at A E B,, then q~* is open at s(A). 
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THEOREM 2.2. Assume x ++ F(x) is lower semicontinuous at a point 
a E B, f19+. Then X + 9’(X) is lower semicontinuous at any point A E 
K n, m such that s(A) = a. 
In the next statement we deal with the two mappings dim : B, -+ No and 
DIM : B, + N,, go ‘ven by dim(r) := dim( F(x)) and DIM(A) := dim@8 A)). 
THEOREM 2.3. Zf DIM : B, --, N,, is lower semicontinuous at A E B, 
then dim : B, + N, is lower semicontinuous at s(A). 
The converse to Theorem 2.3 is false, as the following counterexample 
shows. Take n = 3 < m, and let h be a fKed real positive parameter. Define 
g:R3 + Rby 
g(x):=a-b+\/4b2-thc2, 
where, for the given x E R3, we let a 2 b > c 2 0 be the moduli of the 
coordinates of x in decreasing order. It is easily seen that g is convex on 
g+. Some borin calculations show that g is convex on R” if and only if 
0 < h < (9 - f- 33 )/2. Hint for the “if’ part of our claim: for fixed a > b > 
c > 0 the first partial derivatives of f(e, 6) := g(a - E, b + E - 6, c + S> 
are negative at (0, 0). Hence, for x, y EL@+, x -C y implies g(x) < g(y) 
(here, -C is the mujorization relation as given in e.g. [6]). Therefore g is 
convex (see [2]). 
So assume 0 < A < (9 - &)/2. A closer look at the surface of B, 
nearby the face @ := (( 13,l - 0,O) : 0 < 8 < l} shows that, in that region, 
B, looks like the classical example quoted in the introduction of [lo] (there is 
a crest of extreme points of B, across the barycenter of Q). For any 
x E ri(~S+> n rb(B,), th e a b ry center of F(r) lies in ri(g+) and dim(r) = 1; 
therefore, by [12, Theorem 4.11, DIM(X) = 1 for any matrix X such that 
s(X) = x. For any a E ri(@), dim(a) = 1 and, again by [12, Theorem 4.11, 
DIM(A) = 2 if s(A) = a; so DIM is not lower semicontinuous at A. 
However, dim is lower semicontinuous at any a E tic@), a # (f, i, 0). 
The above pointwise results, combined with [lo, Theorem 2.31, have the 
following immediate consequence: 
THEOREM 2.4. B, is stable ij-and only $ B, is stable. 
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3. LEMMAS AND PROOFS 
We need some additional notation and some concepts related to [ll, 121. 
We identify 06” with the set of column vectors K”, ‘. The ith coordinate of 
x E K” is denoted by xi or [xii. For any X E Kpb9, we let ]]X]] := 
[tl(X*X)]1/2, where * denotes conjugate transpose. e(n) represents the 
group of n X n unit ary matrices. Clearly, in case K = [w, * is mere transposi- 
tion, and Z(n) is the set of (real) orthogonal n X n matrices. For x E K”, 
Diag(x) denotes the matrix whose (i, i) entry is xi and all other entries are 
zero. 
Let @ be any face of B,, and let h = (b,, . . . , b,) be a’s barycenter. We 
say @ is standard whenever I$@) has a nonempty intersection with g+; 
this condition is equivalent to b E ~8,. Note that F( x> is standard if x E g+. 
Assume @ is standard. If pi > *** > /3, > 0 are the distinct positive entries 
of b, we define C, := {i : b, = &) for 1 < k < s, and Z := {i : b = O}. The 
sets 
c 1,...>C,,Z (1) 
are called @classes, and Z is the zero @class. Two indices i, j E { 1, . . . , n} 
are called @-equivalent if i and j lie in the same @-class. We say C, is 
@-regular if there exists u E @ such that ui # uj for some i, i E C,. The 
zero <P-class is said to be @-regular if there exist u E @ and p E Z such 
that up # 0. Let rl, . . . , r,y, 5 be the cardinalities of the sets (l), respectively. 
DEFINITION 3.1. With the above notation, we let 5Y(@) be the set of 
pairs (U, V) E Y(n) X FY(m) that can be written in the form 
where U, E 2Y(rk) for k = l,..., s; 5 E %( l]; Q E FYCrn - n + [>; U, is 
the rk-identity if C, is not @-regular; and I?, V are identity matrices if Z is 
not @-regular. 
For any x E B, ng+, ~‘(F(x))will also be denoted by Y(x). n 
With this notation we clearly have 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let @ and ZI’ be two standard faces of B,. Then g?‘(Q) c 
Y(9) if and only if the following conditions hold: 
(a) Each Q-regular class is contained in a q-regular class. 
(b) Zf the zero class of @ is @-regular, then it is contained in the zero 
class of 1Ir, which in turn is q-regular. 
Note that g’(Q) is a subgroup of the group .!Yr given in [12, Definition 
2.11. We shall also use, in the sequel, the fact that the main result of [12] may 
be restated as follows, where the group .I%~(@) plays the role .Yr played in 
[12]: for any (Q, R) E g(n) X 'Z(m), the set 
Q.{UDiag(x)V:(U,V) EY(@) &x E a] *R (2) 
is a face of B,, and any face of B, has the form (3) for some <Q. R) E V(n) 
x %/(m) and some standard face @ of B,. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Assume a(i) E B, (1 d i < k) satisfy s(A) = 
xi hi a(i). Fix E > 0. Clearly D = Ci hi Di, where D := Diag(s( A)) and 
Di := Diag(cz(i)). As @* . IS o p en at A, it is open at D as well. So there exists 
6 > 0 such that any X E B, satisfying IIX - DII < 6 may be written as 
x = QA(X,,..., X,) (3) 
for some Xi E B,, 11 Xi - Dill < E. 
Take any x E B, such that I/x - S( A)[( < 6, and define X := Diag(x). 
The identity (3), which holds for this X, implies x = &Aid(i), where 
d(i) E R” is the vector whose k th entry is the real part of the k th diagonal 
entry of Xi. By [12, Theorem 5.11, d(i) E B,. On the other hand IIXi - Dill 
< E implies llxi - d(i)11 < E. Thus (ph is open at s(A). n 
LEMMA 3.3. Assume x ++ F(x) is lower semicontinuous at a point 
a E B, CI~+. Then there exists a positive E such that Y(a) c g”(b) for 
any b E B, f1~3+ for which [lb - all < E. 
Proof. Let (1) be the F(a)-classes. From results of [ll, Section 41 it 
easily follows that there exists u and 0 in F(a) such that, for i, j, k E 
(1,. . . , n}: 
ui > uj and vi < vj if i < j lie in the same F( a)-regular class; (4) 
uk > 0 and vk < 0 if k E 2 and 2 is F(a)-regular. (5) 
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Given such u and u, there exists 6 > 0 such that the conditions u’, u’ E R”, 
11~’ - ~11 < 6, and 110’ - 011 < 6 imply (4)~(5) (with u’, 21’ for u, u respec- 
tively). 
As x + F(x) is lower semicontinuous at a, there exists E > 0 such that, 
for any b E B, n&S+, jib - all < E, there exists u”, u” E F(b) satisfying 
llu” - ~11 < S and Ilo” - 011 < 6. So u” and 0” satisfy (4)-(5). We now apply 
[ll, Proposition 3.71 to obtain the following: if C, is F(a)-regular and 
i, j E c,, i < j, the inequalities u’_ > u[il and vy < v;’ show that i, j lie in the 
same F(b)-class, and that class is F(b)-regular; moreover, if 2 is F(a)-regu- 
lar and k E 2, the inequalities u’;- > 0 > vi show that k lies in the zero class 
of F(b), and that zero class is F(b)-regular. Therefore .%‘“(a> c g”(b). w 
A singular value decomposition (svd) of A E 06”. m is a factorization 
where (a, r) E ‘Z!(n) X ‘Y(m) and E,_, = Diag(a), with a EL%+. Then 2, is 
uniquely determined by (6): in fact a = s(A). If KI, I satisfy (6), we say 
(Ln, I’> is a unitary pairfor A. The set of all such pairs is denoted by %9(A). 
For each E > 0, let 4( A) be the set of all matrices B E H”, m having an svd 
of the form B = i2’ Z,I” satisfying the inequality 
max{llR’ - all, w - ril, II& - &J} < E, (7) 
for some (a, r> E %fp( A). Let us fix an (0,, I,) E ‘Y&9( A). It is clear that 
%?‘(A) = {(sZ,U,Vr,):(U,V) E SY9’(&)}. 
Therefore, 4(A) is the set of matrices B that have an svd of the form 
B = nuc,vrf, (8) 
where (U, V) E Z&NC,) and (7) holds with (0, II replaced by (R,, I,). 
It is easily seen that the mapping (a, C, I) ~--f fixI’, defined in the 
domain Z!(n) X Diag(g+) X g(m), is not open (in fact, it is open at A iff 
s(A) E ri(S+). This follows from a characterization of %9(x*) given in 11, 
p. 241 and also [ll, Lemma 2.31). Still we have 
LEMMA 3.4. For any A, the family K< A) : E > 0) is a base of the 
neighbor-hoods of A. 
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Proof. Let 2, be as in (6). As the unitary groups are compact, for any 
6 > 0 there exists E > 0 such that ]]fl,c,I’, - fi,Z%r,]] < 6 for any (air,) 
E %(n) x g(m) and any 2 satisfying IIn, - R,II < E, Ilr, - r,ll < E, and 
]]Z - C,II < E. So, for any B EJQ A) written as in (81, we have 
IIA - BII = IlR,UI;,vr, - n’uwr’ll < 6. 
Therefore, any &neighborhood of A contains some 4(A). 
Now we prove that any4( A) is a neighborhood of A. Assume it is not so, 
for some E > 0. Then there exists a sequence (B,), which converges to A 
and satisfies B, ~4:( A), for all k. Let B, = i2, C,I’, be an svd of B,. By 
the continuity of the singular values, (&) converges to C,. By compactness, 
there exists a subsequence ((a,,, rk,>: t E RJ) which converges. Let (a, r) 
be its limit. Obviously (a, I? E ‘%%A>. It is now clear that BkI Ed 
except for a finite number of t’s. This contradiction completes the proof. n 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Given A as in the theorem, take any X E fi A) 
and any 6 > 0. By Lemma 3.4, what we have to show is precisely the 
following: 
3e>O VBE~(A) ~YE.~-(B) : YES. (9) 
Define x := s(X), and note that x E F(a). By Lemma 3.3 and the lower 
semicontinuity of x H F(x) at a, we may choose E > 0 SO that, for any 
b ~g+, the condition ]]b - a]] < E implies 
3y 6 F(b) : )Iy -XII < 8. (11) 
We shall also assume, as we may, that E < 6. Now take any B E<(A), and 
define b := s(B). Then (lo)-(11) hold for this b. On the other hand there 
exist unitary matrices R, r, Cl’, r’ satisfying B = nZ,J?, (61, and (7). By 
112, Theorem 6.51 and the result quoted under (2), there exists (U, V) E g?‘(a) 
such that X = RU Diag(r) V r. By (lo), (V, V) E Y(b). Let us choose any 
y satisfying (11). Applying again [12, Theorem 6.51, we see that the matrix 
Y := s/‘U Diag( y) V r’ belongs to s(B). It is a simple matter to show that 
Y EJY(X). n 
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LEMMA 3.5. Let y l 9+, and denote the F( y)-classes as in (1). 
(I) Assume C E (C,, . . . , C,} is F( y)-regular, and let p := min(C) and 
q := max(C). For 8 E R’ define y(B) E R” by [ y(8)li := yi for i # p, q; 
[yO3& := yp + 8; and [y(e)], := yg - 8. 
(II) Assume 2 is F( y)-regular, and let p := min(2). For 8 E R dejne 
y(8) E R” by [ y(8)li := yi for i # p, and [y(e)], := yp + 0. 
Then in either case (I) or (II) there exists a unique 5 > 0 such that y( 5) 
lies in the relative bounda y of F( y ). Moreover y( 5) E 9 + and 
g”( Y( 6)) s g”( Y). (12) 
Proof. Let us prove the lemma in case (I). By [ll, Theorem 4.41 there 
exists 7) > 0 such that y(q) E F( y>. Thus y(B) lies in the affne hull of 
F( y> for all 8. Th ere ore f there exists a unique 5 > 0 such that y( 6) E 
rb(F( y)). By ill, Theorem 4.11 we have ( y(5)l,_1 > [ ~(01, and (y(5>1, 
2 [ yWlq.1 (here we adopt the conventions ( y( 5 11, = + 00 and [ y( 5 )I, + i 
= 0). This shows y(t) E.s~+. The nonstrict inclusion in (12) is obvious. 
Finally, the groups in (12) are distinct, because p and q are not F( y(.$>)- 
equivalent. To show the latter claim, we shall get a contradiction from the 
assumption that they are F( y( t>>-equivalent. Then the F( y( t)>-class to 
which p and q belong is F( y( 5 )I-regular. By (11, Theorem 4.41 there exists 
77 ~10, ,$[ such that y(v) c ri(F( y( 5))); on the other hand, as y E ri(F( y)), 
we also have y(v) E ri( F( y)); but this is impossible because F( y( 8 )) C 
rb( F( y)>. 
The proof of the lemma in case (II) . 1s omitted, because it is similar to the 
previous one. n 
LEMMA 3.6. Let (IX,) be a sequence in B, f? 9+ which converges to a. 
There exists a sequence ( yk) satisfying the conditions 
lim yk = a, 
k--rm 
(13) 
yk E FW ns-+, (14 
Proof. Let Y be the set of all sequences y = ( yk) satisfying (13)-(14). 
Given y E Y, let G(y) be the (finite) set of all groups I? such that I = Sr( yk) 
for an infinite number of k’s. Moreover, let M(y) be the set of those 
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r E G(y) which are maximal for inclusion. For any two sets of groups, G and 
G’, we write G 46’ whenever each element of G is a subgroup of some 
element of G’. Obviously, G(y) 4 G(z) is equivalent to M(y) 4 M(z). More- 
over, it is not difficult to prove that 4 is a partial order on {M(z) : z E Y 1. If 
M(y) is a minimal element of this poset, we say y E Y is M-minimal. 
Ml-minimal elements exist, because our poset is finite. 
Let y E Y be R&minimal. Let us fLu any r, E M(y) and let (vk, : t E N) 
be the sequence of all terms of y such that g”( yk,) = r,. The F( ykt)-classes 
are denote by (1). 
Assume C E {C,, . . . , C,V) is an F( yk,)-regular class. Let p := min(C) 
and 4 := max(C). For 0 E [w define ~~$0) E R” in the same manner as in 
Lemma 3.5(I). For any t there exists & > 0 such that the vector ~~$8~) 
satisfies the conclusions of Lemma 3.5, namely yk,( 6,) E rb(F( yk,)) n 9, 
and 
q Yk,( St>> 5 sr( Yk,) = ro. (16) 
We shall obtain a contradiction from the assumption that ( 5,) converges to 0. 
For, if we define z = ( zk) by 
Yk,( 6) if k = k, for some t E N, 
zk := 
Yk if k E {k,:t E N}, 
(17) 
then z converges to a. As yk,(&) E F(x,,) ng+, we have z E Y. The 
conditions (16) imply M(z) gM(y) and r,, P M(z). So M(z) # M(y). This 
contradicts the M-minimality of y. So we have proved that (&) does not 
converge to 0. Therefore there exists a subsequence of (&) which converges 
to a positive 8. The corresponding subsequence of ( yk,( 5,)) converges to the 
vector a(6) given by [a(S>J := ai for i z p,q [a(6)], := a,, + S, and 
[a(S)], := a4 - 6. Clearly a(6) EzZ+~ B,. Consequently T,,a(S) E B,, 
where Tpy is the permutation matrix corresponding to the transposition ( p 4). 
it is easily seen that 
Therefore a( 6) and Tpq a( 6 ) both 1 ie in F(a). By [ll, Proposition 3.71, p and 
4 are F(a)-equivalent. Moreover, the F(a)-class where p and q lie is 
F(a)-regular, because [ a(S )I, + [a(6)],. Hence the class C is contained in 
an F(a)-regular class. 
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Now suppose Z is F( yk,)-regular. For each t and 0 we define ~~$0) as 
described in Lemma 3.5(H). There exists & > 0 such that the vector yk,(&) 
satisfies the conclusions of that lemma, in particular (16). As before, (5,) 
cannot converge to zero, otherwise the sequence (17) would contradict the 
R&minimality of y. Therefore some subsequence of (5,) converges to a 
positive 6. The corresponding subsequence of ( yk,( &)) converges to the 
vector aa given by [asli := ni for i # p, [a’], := up + 6. We may apply [ll, 
Proposition 3.7(2.4] t o s h ow that p lies in the zero class of F(a). Moreover 
the latter class is F(a)-regular because [asIp is positive. 
By Lemma 3.2 we have proved r, c Z??‘(a). As I0 was an arbitrary 
maximal element of G(y), we have proved (15) holds except for a finite 
number of k’s. To finish the proof, for each k for which (15) fails, replace the 
kth term of y by any standard extreme point of F(x,) [note that gr(e) is the 
trivial group, for any standard extreme point of Br 1. The sequence so 
obtained satisfies (13)~(15). n 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. We have to consider two cases, K = @ and 
K = R, but we shall give the proof only in the complex case, because the real 
case is similar. 
Let (x,) be any sequence in B, converging to a := s(A). For any 
x E R” let 1x1 -I be the vector whose entries are the moduli of the entries of 
x in decreasing order. As x w 1 r I 1 is continuous and dim(x) = dim(] XI i >, to 
prove 
liy_i_nf dim( xI;) > dim(a) (13) 
we may assume without loss of generality that all xk lie in 9,. Then we let 
( yli) be any sequence satisfying the conditions of Lemma 3.6. Let A = 
aA Diag(a) r, be an svd of A. Define k;, := fin, Diag( yk) I,. For any 
x ~g’, let S’(x) be the set of all F( )- g 1 x re u ar classes not including the zero 
class of F(x). Let 5 and lk be the cardinalities of the zero classes of F(a) 
and F( yk), respectively. Define 
A(u) := 
i 
< [25 + 2( m - n) - 11 if the zero class of F( u) is regular, 
o 
otherwise. 
Define A( yk) is the same mamrer (with 5 replaced by Sk). According to [12, 
Theorem 4.11 we have 
DIM(A) = dim(a) + c (ICI’ - ICI) + A(u), (19) 
c E9((a) 
DIM(Y,) = dim( yk) + c (IS? - ISI) + A( yk), (20) 
Scmyk) 
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where 1.1 denotes cardinality. Taking into account (15) and Lemma 3.2(b), we 
have &, < 5 in case the zero F( yk)-class is regular. Therefore A( yk) < A(a) 
for all k. As the elements of any S%?(X) are pairwise disjoint, for any subset C 
of (1,. . .) n) we have 
c (IS? - ISI) G ICI2 - ICI. 
.sE9(yt), see 
By (15) any S E .S’( yk) IS contained in a unique C E S(a). Therefore 
c (W - IN) G c (ICI2 - ICI) 
s czx yk) c E9(d 
for any k. Therefore, from (14, (19), and (20) it follows that 
dim( xk) - dim(u) > DIM(Y,) - DIM( A). 
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